Pamela Smith: Good day all and welcome to CCT Review Plenary Meeting #15 on 3 August 2016 @ 13:00 UTC!

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: Good morning Pam. Please give us Microphone rights. I’m on a good fixed connection today.

Jonathan Zuck: microphone?

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: thank you Pam. I have it now.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: yes

Megan Richards: hello - can I have microphone access?

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: Normally I have to bring volume down when Jonathan speaks.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: today is perfect.

Pamela Smith: Megan, I enabled your mic.

Megan Richards: many thanks - will test it now.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: pls.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: megn bring your volumen DOWN.

Megan Richards: thx Carlos - now at midsetting : -)

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: Danke.

Megan Richards: welcome David - is it also pouring in Paris?

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: you woke me up.

David Taylor: Im in the north of England.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: DAvid, get some coffee.

David Taylor: I can confirm it is pouring with rain in the North of England.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: or even wiskey then.

David Taylor: I have coffee.
Carlos Raul Gutierrez: mix it

Megan Richards: not tea for north of England? : -)

Megan Richards: sounds good to me

Carlton Samuels: Morning all

David Taylor: I like coffee when I'm chatting with the exotic people of the world

David Taylor: tea is first thing in the morning, every morning

David Taylor: with my cat

David Taylor: I have a client call which I have not been able to get out of so I will likely have to drop off this at the half way point. My apologies in advance

Megan Richards: yes

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: yes we do

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: we got an email from Alice

Alice Jansen: Project plan can be downloaded from the wiki at https://community.icann.org/download/attachments/58727456/CCT-RT%20Project%20plan%20-%20Aug%202016.xlsx?version=1&modificationDate=1470229808044&api=v2

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: ok

Alice Jansen: @Jonathan - would you be able to speak closer to your microphone or louder? We are having trouble hearing you

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: no problme from my side

Dejan Djukic: me too

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: probably he is vacationing in Costa Rica

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: : p

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: ok

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: thank you

Megan Richards: thx - I had a similar but not same question which you have answered now

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: it helps

Carlton Samuels: @David: Happy to hear INTA doing impact study of RPMs!
Carlton Samuels: I'm drafting the discussion paper so I will pass with you on that

Eleeza Agopian: @David, can you please copy me on your correspondence with INTA so that we can keep track of this work?
Eleeza Agopian: or keep us up to date, please? : )

David Taylor 2: Sure Eleeza. This was a call on Monday though, nothing in writing on this as yet. Many emails to and fro with various parties trying to edge this along.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: do you want us to stop breathing?

Eleeza Agopian: Thank you, David.

Carlton Samuels: @Carlos: Nooooooo.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: just arrived

Carlton Samuels: @Jordyn: Where did the high level questions come from?

Eleeza Agopian: @Carlton, those are the questions the competition and choice sub team have posed.
Carlton Samuels: Thanks Eleeza

Megan Richards: right - but let's be clear ab initia

Carlton Samuels: @Jordyn: Analysis...well, you said it. T\n
Megan Richards: @Jordyn - thanks for the clarification - shall we include the two figures in the draft for clarity?

Megan Richards: or perhaps in an annex

Carlton Samuels: @Jordyn: Thanks. Eleeza kindly did the job

Megan Richards: we should use market concentration as a metric

Carlton Samuels: @Jordyn: Was reminding you that Analysis Group used specific meanings for certain terms so lets just go to their list and reproduce

Carlton Samuels: That would allay some of Kaili's concerns

Jonathan Zuck: we will in the report. this is just a single finding

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: : )

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: ok. Thank you Jordyn

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: Good point on the Hierarchy of Hypothesisi Jonathan
Carlos Raul Gutierrez: #1 is introduction of new gTLDs

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: on a lower level, its impact on the concentration of Registrars and registries

Carlton Samuels: @Stan: Good point

Carlton Samuels: Call it trend data or something

Alice Jansen: Megan - refer to page https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Coordination+with+New+gTLD+Subsequent+Procedures+PDP+WG

Alice Jansen: the letter and response are posted on that page

Pamela Smith: Enjoy your hike, Jonathan! Say hello to the Upper Peninsula.

Drew 2: Have a good hike!

Jonathan Zuck: Thanks. See you all soon!

David Taylor 2: enjoy your hike Jonathan

Carlton Samuels: Take care Jonathan. Nice area of the country

Eleeza Agopian: @Jordyn and C&C team: Greg from AG will be joining your team in Vienna both days to help discuss their findings.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: woops

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: did we loose Jordyn?

Jordyn Buchanan 2: Great news, Eleeza

Brian Aitchison: Once more unto the breech Laureen : -)

Brian Aitchison: https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2016-08-02-en

Brian Aitchison: DNS abuse study announcement

Kaili Kan: My phone was just disconnected. Can the dial-out be provided again at +1-408-739 8993? Thanks.

Pamela Smith: Yes, Kaili.

Kaili Kan: Got it. Thank you.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: exactly
Carlos Raul Gutierrez: who's responsibility is to report/collection abuse reports

Drew 2: Any potential limits of abuse reporting data should be factored into our discussion of the results and inform recommendations
Carlos Raul Gutierrez: my granular hypothesis

Drew 2: but, we can still write about abuse within the universe of what is available

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: : ) : )

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: ok

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: naw we are talking business

Megan Richards: go for it Carlos !!

Brian Aitchison: spoil it Carlos!!! : -)

Alice Jansen: As a reminder to the safeguards & trust - your templates are available in a google drive https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B84NEbQkWQz5dUIDQTlxSHN3d0k-26usp-3Dsharing&d=CwMFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xclb15cM&r=hgoi2V8bykgxjZC9kZZRTDSEJ4IqKyKh6k8Q-TUV6Ks&m=EFucdmDdfG95cxVtIlyjuvTMGSf1YmUVM37v4YKeP4g&s=tnrHkPm7W3GvAOUnxBVQT0xCFxDKDQkC3zHgCylp4&e=

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: great

Kaili Kan: It seems like it is well recognized that there is large scale speculation of domain names and thus a large portion of parked domains. Do we consider these as abuse?

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: @Kaili: I would like to discuss first the boundaries between competition and choice. If we can’t assign it under choice, then I would consider the abuse side of it

Drew 2: No, the ICANN conducted study on DNS Abuse (that Brian spearheaded in the spring) will be used as a basis for defining abuse - we’re talking about phishing, botnet command and control, malware hosting, etc.

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: @Eleeza pls direct me to the link of Andy Mack’s work

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: Gracias

Carlos Raul Gutierrez: she is singing!!!!

Laureen Kapin: Sorry for confusion, Drew I was referring to the new RFP that will look at zone files to compare abuse levels.
Alice Jansen:  Link to the Applicant Survey Questions g-doc https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HdrNwdUGmSxA-ILEjaMS03wISum48YUt8ZkHlbHFoQ/edit?usp=sharing

Megan Richards: agree that we shouldn't overburden respondents
Eleeza Agopian: Thanks, Megan. Will bear that in mind as we edit the survey.

Kaili Kan: Thank you all, bye!

Megan Richards: thx - by all

Carlton Samuels: Thanks all. Special thanks to Eleeza

Dejan Djukic: Thank you!

Eleeza Agopian: Thanks, Carlton. : )

Pamela Smith: Thank you all! Enjoy your day!

Drew 2: @Laureen - I was answering Kaili's question about parking domains

Drew 2: Ciao everyone!